Abstract : Travel time prediction is an indispensable for numerous intelligent transportation systems (ITS
Introduction
Recently, accurate estimation of travel times has been central for traffic data analysis to various Advanced Travelers Information System (ATIS) and ITS applications such as trip planning, vehicular navigation systems and dynamic route guidance systems. Moreover, Travel time prediction is also becoming increasingly important with the development of ATIS [1] . In addition, Travel time forecasting provides information that helps travelers to decide whether they should change their routes, travel mode, starting time or even cancel their trip [2] . So, the reliable and accurate travel time prediction on road network plays an important role in any kind of dynamic route guidance systems to fulfill the users" desires. On top of that, the importance of travel time information is also indispensable to find the fastest path (i.e. shortest path according to travel time) that connects the origin and destination. Besides, accurate travel time information also helps delivery industries to progress their service quality by delivering on time.
Travel time prediction is based on vehicle speed, traffic flow and occupancy which are extremely sensitive to external event like weather condition and traffic incident [3] . Addressing the uncertainty on the road network is also a crucial issue in the research domain. Prediction on uncertain situation is very complex, so it is important to reach optimal accuracy. Yet, the structure of the traffic flow of a specific road network fluctuates based on daily, weekly and occasional events. For example, the traffic condition of weekend may differ from that of weekday. So, time-varying feature of traffic flow is one of the major issues to estimate accurate travel time [12] . In this study, we focus a new method that is able to predict travel time reliably and accurately. In this research we have tried to combine the advantages of our previous methods namely NBC [12] ,SMA and CA [13] by eliminating the shortcomings of those methods. Proposed ANN method is able to address the arbitrary route on road networks that is given by user. Furthermore proposed method flushes a functional relationship between traffic data as input variables and predicted travel time as the output variables.
According to the experimental result, our method exhibits satisfactory performance in terms of prediction accuracy. At the same time, the result is considered to be superior rather than other prediction methods like NBC, switching method ,SMA and CA.
II. Literature Review And Motivation
Travel time prediction has emerged as an active and intense research area nowadays. In the literature, there are a large number of researches that can deal with accurate prediction of travel time on road networks. In the following section, a wide-ranging literature review on the topic of travel time prediction is presented .Travel time prediction methods are broadly categorized in two parts, named as path-based estimation and link-base estimation. Most studies are focused on path travel time estimation ,it is generally assumed that path travel time is the travel time between any two points in a road network.
In this section ,a historical background on the topic of travel time prediction is discussed briefly. For instance, Park et al. [5] , [6] proposed Artificial Neural Network (ANN) models for forecasting freeway corridor travel time rather than link travel time. One model used a Kohonen Self Organizing Feature Map (SOFM) while the other utilized a fuzzy c-means clustering technique for traffic pattern classification. Lint et al [7] , [8] proposed a state space neural network based approach to provide robust travel time predictions in the presence of gaps in traffic data.
Kwon et al [9] focused on linear regression method. They used an approach to estimate travel time on freeways derived from flow and occupancy data from single loop detectors and historical travel time information. Their proposed predictor was a linear combination of the current and historical information. Zhang et al proposed a method to predict freeway travel times using a linear model in which the coefficients vary as smooth functions of the departure time.
A linear predictor consisting of a linear combination of the current times and the historical means of the travel times was proposed by Rice et al [10] . They presented a method to predict the time that would be needed to traverse a given time in the future.
Most recent research in this field is proposed by Erick et al [11] . They investigated a switching model which was consisted of two linear predictors. Beside this, they have shown that there is a point in future time where the linear predictor is no longer better than the historical mean. That means this point is varied according to day and time for a given roadway.
On the other hand, a few researches have investigated the use of link travel time to model travel time prediction. It is assumed that link travel time prediction is the addition of the travel times on its consisting links for a particular route. Chen et al conducted a study that focused on link travel time prediction. Their study compared the prediction accuracy under direct measurements of path-based travel time versus link-based travel times. For path-based method, probe vehicle"s passing is only recorded at the beginning and the end of the path. The average probe travel time is used as the real-time observation of travel time at each time period. In linkbased method, record travel times on desired links for those probes entering the links and get the average probe travel time for each link. Final travel time is calculated by adding travel times on all consisting links.
In the past research, we have observed that prediction algorithms are trained on particular route regardless of other routes in road networks. Kwon et al [9] . Employed their approach for arbitrary travel routes. In their approach, at first they partition the freeway into short segments and observe future travel time on every segment. On the other hand, this approach takes more storage and computation time due to two-step computation.
In previous an efficient method for predicting travel time by using NBC was proposed by Lee et al [12] which had also been scalable to road networks with arbitrary travel routes.The main idea of NBC was that it would give probable velocity level for any road segment based on historical traffic data. It was shown from experiments that NBC could reduce MARE significantly rather than the other predictors.
In previous research, two completely new methods namely SMA and CA proposed by Lee et al [13] that were based on moving average. In that research,it eliminate the drawbacks of conventional moving average approach such as unwanted fluctuation in data set. These methods were also scalable to large network with arbitrary travel routes. Moreover, both methods were less expensive in terms of computational time.
Consequently, it was revealed that these proposed methods can reduce error significantly, compared with existing methods [13] .Travel time prediction forms an integral part of any ATIS. The grouping style of whole day is efficiently and effectively done by NBC. But a significant problem will arise when we calculate velocity level for a particular route. Moreover, this method emphasize on those data whose probabilities are higher i.e. it does not concern with all data. Although NBC is capable to predict more accurately ordinary, usually it doesn"t give significant result in the uncertain situation. Nevertheless, we have to compute velocity class prior probability and velocity class posterior probability.
So, it takes more computational time. On the other hand, SMA and CA compute all data which are not based on probability theory. Though they provide an almost accurate travel time, they are also failed to find out uncertain data from the available traffic data.
Another prediction method called Modified K-means clustering [MKC]was proposed by Hyun-jo Lee [14] for discovering hidden knowledge that can be applied in the large historical traffic data set .To address the uncertain situation and predict the travel time more accurately. This eliminate the shortcomings of traditional K-means Clustering. But here is some problem like dissimilarity in the measure unit .It sum the difference between two historical data in each of the three dimentions .Different units were used for each dimention such as difference in travel times were measured in minutes,difference in velocity were measured in km/h.
There are various knowledge based techniques that can be used in the traffic data. Artificial Neural Network is one of the leading tools for discovering hidden knowledge that can be applied in the large historical traffic data set. To address the uncertain situation and predict the travel time more accurately, we propose ANN method. The key challenges of this research are to reduce prediction error as well as to predict the uncertain situation. At the same time, proposed method can also be scalable to large network with arbitrary travel routes. To motivate the presentation of proposed method, the following sections will explore complete scenario of our proposed method.
III. Proposed Travel Time Prediction Method
In this section, we propose a new method for predicting travel time from historical traffic data using Artificial Neural Network .One type of network sees the nodes as "artificial neurons". These are called artificial neural networks (ANNs). Initially, an origin with start time and destination is initialized by user. A route may consist of several road segments from origin to destination. First of all, we apply our ANN method on the data set of the first road segment to calculate the end time of first road segment which in turn becomes the start time of the next road segment. Finally, applying successive repetition approximate travel time from origin to destination can be measured.Again, the road environment of the same road network for running vehicles on the different time periods of a day is different. So, for our convenience, the whole day time is separated into several groups according to the time as shown in Table 1 Step 2: Count the frequency for each travel time by counting the repetition of that travel time in different records.
Step 3: Classify each unique travel time for input.
Step 4:
Use each unique travel time as node for Feed Forward Neural Network in the input layer.
Step 5: For each node give the value of edge which is weight.
Step 6: In the hidden layer we use two node.one"s edge value is velocity and the other" edge value is frequency. Suppose,the name of two node is I and J.
Step 7:Now we find the value of I, I=weight*travel time =velocity*travel time =vt And the value of J, J=weight*travel time =frequency*travel time =ft Step8: Find predicted trvel time from step 7 In the I node: T=vt/total v. Again In the J node: T=ft/total f. Step9: Pass the Ith node and the Jth node travel time into activation function, where we use logistic sigmoid function as activation function. I th node: Predicted travel time P(I)=1/1+e^-t. J th node: Predicted Travel time P(J)=1/1+e^-t.
Step 10: Now we pass the travel time find from step9 as input to the output layer.Where edge weight is 1.00 (constant).
Multiply the travel time with edge weight and apply the logistic sigmoid function .
Step11: Finally we get the desire travel time from the output layer,P(o).
Step12: Find the difference between the Ith node travel time and the Jth node travel time find from step9 .Then again find the difference among the Ith node travel time ,Jth node travel time and final travel time find from output layer at step11. Step13:
Finally convert the desire travel time in sec by multiplying by 60.Explanation of Modified Feed Forward Neural Network Method with example:
Considering the simple historical traffic data of table 2 that containing data Road_id=1 And Time_group=6 the step of FFNN procedure are explained below:
Step 1: : There are 10 records in Table 2 where Road_id and Time_group are common. First step of FFNN reveals to convert the travel_time from min to sec and the velocity from m/s to m/min .
Step 2: There are 10 records in Table 2 where Road_id and Time_group are common. Second step of FFNN reveals to find the frequency of each distinct travel time. If we observe Table 2 , then we find that the frequency of Travel_time 3 is two (2) because the number of repetition of Travel_time 3 in different records is two. Similarly, frequencies of Travel_time 8,12,14, and 5 are 3, 3, 1, and 1 respectively. Pass the Ith node and the Jth node travel time into activation function,where we use logistic sigmoid function as activation function. I th node: Predicted travel time P(I)=1/1+e^-t. P(I)=1/1+e^-0.1193908761=0.5298 J th node:Predicted Travel time P(J)=1/1+e^-t. P(J)=1/1+e^-0.14194= 0.5354 Step 10, 11: Pass the travel time find from step9 as input to the output layer. Where edge weight is 1.00 (constant). Multiply the travel time with edge weight and apply the logistic sigmoid function, we get the desire travel time from the output layer,P(o). o=0.5298*1.00+0.5354*1.00=1.06523 p(o)=1/1+e^-o=1/1+e^-1.0652=0.7436 
IV. Simulations Results
A real data set that used was collected by Pusan National University (PNU) generator [12] to measure the performance of different predictors. This generator is based on real traffic situation in Pusan city .South Korea. Global Positioning System (GPS) sensor is used to collect real traffic delay for building this wellorganized PNU generator. Traffic pattern of Pusan city was extracted from this data. According to this traffic pattern, generator simulates and generates trajectory data which is almost same as real data. By using this generator, 167,669 trajectories are generated.
Every trajectory may be composed of several road segments. This data organization format sufficiently reflects real traffic situations. For computing easily and efficiently and accurate evaluation of performance of the algorithms, data is divided into two categories, namely training data and test data sets. 365 days traffic data are used as training data set and 30 days traffic data are used as testing data set. Testing data sets are chronologically after 365 days data used for training data from 365 training days are used for fitting the model. However, 30 days test data are used to measure prediction performance for all methods.
V. Comparison And Prediction Accuracy
MARE are used to compare the accuracy among all prediction methods. MARE is the simplest and well-known method for measuring overall error in travel time prediction. MARE measures the magnitude of the relative error over the desired time range. The MARE is measured by the following form Where X(t)=Observation value X*(t)=predicted value N=Number of Sample Fig :1 The line chart shown in Fig:1 illustrates relative performance of all travel time predictors.From the overall point of view, proposed method performs much better than NBC, SMA ,CA,Switching and MKC method in many cases, it is shown that five test cases exhibit errors less than 0.50. At 09.00 AM, 11.00 PM and 2.00 PM our method ANN predicted more accurately than others and datasets of those period included uncertain data.
VI. Performance Analysis

VII. Conclusion And Future Work
Though there are many studies on predicting travel time in a road network, there exists little research on travel time prediction by considering arbitrary routes.
In our study, the paper focuses on travel time prediction in road network for ATIS. we have developed a methods for predicting travel time by using real traffic data from PNU trajectory generator. We see that, simulation results suggest that proposed methods provide a more precise prediction in most test cases.
Future work will include an analysis of the relationship between the length of roadways and accuracy of the prediction. Beside this, analysis of travel time prediction will be extended with respect to real field data.ANN method is able to predict in uncertain situations more accurately comparing with other methods. Moreover performance analysis portion of this research reveals that our proposed method outperforms other methods in most case.
